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Abstract 
Eades, P. and S. Whitesides, Drawing graphs in two layers, Theoretical Computer Science 131 (1994) 
361-374. 
, 
Let G=(fJ, L,E) be a bipartite graph with vertex set uut and edge set Ec U x L. A typical 
convention for drawing G is to put the vertices of I/ on a ll’ne and the vertices of L on a separate, 
parallel line and then to represent edges by placing open straight line segments between the vertices 
that determine them. In this convention, a drawing is biplanar if edges do not cross, and a subgraph 
of G is biplanar if it has a biplanar drawing. The main results of this paper are the following: (1) it is 
NP-complete to determine whether G has a biplanar subgraph with at least K edges; (2) it is also 
NP-complete to determine whether G has such a subgraph when the positions for the vertices in 
either U or L are specified; (3) when the positions of the vertices in both U and L are specified. the 
problem can be solved in polynomial time by transformation to the longest ascending subsequence 
problem. 
1. Introduction 
For the purposes of this paper, a bipartite graph G = (U, L, E) consists of two sets 
U and L of vertices and a set E G U x L of edges. Note that a particular vertex 
bipartition U, L is specified in the definition of G. Hence references to G presume this 
specified partition. 
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It is often useful to draw G so that the vertices of U (the “upper part”) and L (the 
“lower part”) are on horizontal lines & and At, respectively, with AU above 2,; the 
edges are drawn as open straight line segments between their endpoints as in Fig. 1. 
Once the y coordinates of the horizontal lines Ja and & are specified, a drawing of G is 
defined by giving an x coordinate for each vertex, as the y coordinates of the vertices 
of U and L are equal to the y coordinates of A, and &,, respectively. 
A drawing is biplanar if it has no edge crossings; a graph is biplanar if it has 
a biplanar drawing. In this paper we investigate the problem of finding, given 
a bipartite graph, a biplanar subgraph with a maximum number of edges. (The 
biplanar subgraph need not be induced.) We also study this problem when the 
positions of some or all of the vertices are prescribed. 
Layouts of this kind have been investigated in two application areas: aesthetic 
layout of directed graphs [S, 7,8,10,13,17,18,20,21,23-251 and global routing for 
row-based VLSI layout (see, for example, [22,26]). 
Most methods for drawing directed graphs involve arranging nodes on “levels”, i.e. 
on parallel horizontal lines, and drawing edges in between, as in Fig. 2. These methods 
involve a crucial “crossing reduction step” to reduce the number of edge crossings in 
between two successive layers. Specifically, this step involves choosing an x coordinate 
x(u) for each vertex u belonging to the lower part L of a bipartite graph G = (U, L, E) 
so that the number of edge crossings is minimized. This problem is NP-complete [ 121 





Fig. 2. Drawing a directed graph with “levels”. 
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even when one part is held fixed [9]. The current paper examines the complexity of the 
corresponding problem of finding a maximum subgraph of a bipartite graph with no 
crossings. 
In “standard cell” technology for VLSI, modules are arranged in rows with wiring 
channels between each pair of rows. A planar subgraph of the net list represents 
a subset of the set of nets that can be routed in one layer. 
In Section 2 we show the following: given G and positive integer K, it is NP- 
complete to determine whether G has a biplanar subgraph with at least K edges. Then 
we point out that this problem remains NP-complete under various restrictions of the 
input. 
In Section 3 we show the following: given G, positive integer K and positions for all 
the vertices in one of the sets U and L, it is NP-complete to determine whether G has 
a subgraph that 
(a) has a biplanar drawing respecting the vertex position requirements for G and 
(b) has at least K edges. 
The subgraph need not be induced. 
In Section 4 we show that if the positions of all vertices of G are fixed, then 
a biplanar subgraph with a maximum number of edges can be found in polynomial 
time. 
2. MAXIMUMBIPLANARSUBGRAPH is NP-Complete 
Consider the MAXIMUM BIPLANAR SUBGRAPHCMBS) problem: 
Instance: A bipartite graph G = (U, L, E) and a positive integer K. 
Question: Does G have a biplanar subgraph (not necessarily induced) with at least 
K edges? 
Theorem 2.1. MBS is NP-complete. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, a simple graph-theoretic characterization of biplanarity 
from [6] is needed. A caterpillar is a connected graph that has a path b called the 
backbone such that all vertices of degree larger than one lie on b. The edges of 
a caterpillar that are not on the backbone are the legs of the caterpillar. Without loss 
of generality, we shall assume that the backbone of a caterpillar is chosen so that its 
endpoints have degree one, i.e. they have no legs attached. A caterpillar is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. 
Lemma 2.2 (Eades et al. [6]). A bipartite graph is biplanar if and only if it is 
a collection of disjoint caterpillars. 
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Fig. 3. A caterpillar and its biplanar drawing. 
Caterpillars (and thus biplanarity) can be recognized in linear time [4,1.5]. Intuit- 
ively, a caterpillar is similar to a path; this intuition leads to a proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We show that the Hamiltonian Path problem [ll, p. 1991 
transforms to MBS. (The Hamiltonian path problem is to determine whether the 
n vertices of a given graph can be ordered ul, u2, . . . , u, so that, for all i from 1 to n - 1, 
vertices Vi and Ui+l are joined by an edge.) 
Consider an instance H =( V, F) of Hamiltonian Path, where H is a graph with 
n vertices and m edges. Split each edge (a, ~)EF by adding a new vertex ~(a, b) between 
its endpoints, as in Fig. 4. 
Let G=(U, L, E) be the bipartite graph so formed, where 
u= v. 
L= {q(u, b): (a, b)EE} 
and 
This graph can be constructed in time polynomial in the length of the description of H. 
Note that G has n+m vertices, and let K denote n+m- 1, which is one less than the 
number of vertices of G. Figures 4(a) and (b) show a graph H before and after its 
transformation to graph G. 
Suppose that H has a Hamiltonian path P = (ul, u2, . . . , u,). Each edge of H is either 
an edge of P or a “chord” of P that joins two nonconsecutive vertices of P. Call the 
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Fig. 4(a). A graph H (the ordering u,, u *, , u6 gives a Hamiltonian path H). 
Fig. 4(b). The graph after transformation to G (the thick lines form 
ul, uz, , us on the backbone). 
a spanning caterpillar with 
vertices of G that belong to set L the “midpoints” of edges in H, as they are created by 
subdividing edges of H. 
Path P can be used to obtain a spanning tree T for G as follows. The vertices of 
T consist of all the vertices U and L of G. The edges of T are of two types: 
(1) The edges of G that come from subdividing the edges of P; in other words, 
for each edge (ui, ui+r) on path P in H, there are two edges (ui,q(ui, Ui+r)) and 
(V(Ui, ui+ l)r ui+ 1) of G in T. 
(2) The edges of G that join the midpoint of a chord (Uj, uk) of P to the lower- 
indexed endpoint of that chord; in other words, a chord (uj, uk) of P withj < k gives rise 
to an edge (q(Uj, Q), Uj) in T. 
The edges of type (1) form a simple path P' containing all the vertices of G in the set 
U together with all the vertices in the set L of the form Y/(Ui, ui+ 1). The remaining 
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vertices of G are all midpoints of chords of P and so have the form q(uj, uk), where j < k 
and k is not equal to j+ 1. Each such vertex is joined to a vertex of P’ by an edge of 
type (2) in T. Hence T is a spanning tree for G and so has K edges. In fact, T is 
a spanning caterpillar with backbone P’. Therefore, G contains a biplanar subgraph 
with K edges. 
Conversely, suppose that G has a biplanar subgraph C with K edges. Since C must 
be a disjoint collection of caterpillars and since G has only K + 1 vertices, C must be 
a single caterpillar that spans G. Let b be a maximal length backbone for C, so its 
endpoints have degree one. Suppose that UEU; we claim that u must belong to the 
backbone b. If this were not so, then u would have to be adjacent to a vertex in b. Since 
the only neighbors of u are midpoint vertices, u would be adjacent to a vertex q of 
L that belongs to b. All vertices of L have degree two, so y could not be an 
intermediate vertex of b, as q would then have degree at least three, nor could it be an 
endpoint of b, as these have degree one. Therefore, the backbone b contains all the 
vertices of the set U. A Hamiltonian path through the corresponding vertices V= U in 
H is obtained by listing the vertices of U in H in the same order as they appear along 
b in G. 
The thick edges in Fig. 4(a) indicate a Hamiltonian path P for H; the thick edges in 
Fig. 4(b) point out a spanning caterpillar for G whose maximal backbone b contains 
the U vertices in the same order in which they appear in P. 0 
The Hamiltonian Path problem remains NP-complete under various restrictions, 
and these can be carried through to MBS. We give one example. 
MBSR 
Instance: A positive integer K and a biconnected planar bipartite graph 
G =( U, L, E), where each vertex in U has degree 3 and each vertex in L has degree 2. 
Question: Does G have a biplanar subgraph with at least K edges? 
Because the Hamiltonian Path problem remains NP-complete even for regular 
graphs of degree 3, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. MBSR is NP-complete. 
The correspondence between the Hamiltonian Path problem and MBS suggests 
a method for finding approximate solutions to the problem of finding a biplanar 
subgraph of maximum size. One can look for an approximate solution to the problem 
of finding a longest path (see, for example, [l, 14]), then use a long path as a large 
“backbone” b, adding a “leg” for each vertex that is not on b but is adjacent to a vertex 
on b. 
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3. ONE-PART-FIXED is NP-complete 
In this section we show that the following problem is NP-complete. 
ONE-PART-FIXED(OPF) 
Instance: A bipartite graph G=(U, L,E), a position x(u) on & for each UE U, and 
a positive integer B. 
Question: Does G contain a biplanar subgraph G’ with at least B edges such that G’ 
has a biplanar drawing with each vertex UEU at x(u)? (G’ need not be induced.) 
Theorem 3.1. OPF is NP-complete and remains NP-complete even when the vertices of 
U have degree 1 and the vertices of L have degree at most 2. 
The proof is by reduction from the NP-complete problem VERTEX COVER [ 111, stated 
below. A subset v’ of the vertex set V of a graph H = (V, F) is a vertex cover for H if 
every edge feF has at least one endpoint in V’. 
VERTEXCOVER 
Instance: A graph H = (V, F) and a positive integer K < 1 VI. 
Question: Does V contain a vertex cover v’ of size K or less? 
Before giving a formal proof, we begin with an overview. 
Overview of the proo$ We construct an instance G of OPF from an instance H of vc 
as follows. The upper vertices of G are assigned fixed positions. A vertex vi of degree 
d(i) in H is represented by a “cell” in G containing d(i) consecutive upper vertices. The 
upper vertices of one cell are separated from the upper vertices of the next cell by the 
upper vertices of a “wall”. The upper vertices in a wall that appear between the first 
and last upper vertices of that wall have degree 1. 
Each edge (Vi, Vj) of H is represented in G by a pair of “cover” edges incident to 
a common lower vertex of G. The upper vertices of these two edges belong to the 
respective cells for vi and Uj and are incident to no other edges. 
Each cell has a pair of “blocker” edges joining the last upper vertex of the left cell 
wall, and the first upper vertex of the right cell wall, to a common lower vertex. Cells 
contributing fewer than two blocker edges to a maximal biplanar subgraph G’ of G in 
fact contribute one blocker edge and all their cover edges; such cells correspond to the 
vertices in a vertex cover for H of size at most K. Cells contributing both blocker edges 
correspond to vertices of H outside the vertex cover. 
The smaller the size K of the vertex cover required for H, the larger the size B of the 
biplanar subgraph required for G. The number of wall vertices is chosen so that any 
maximal biplanar subgraph G’ of G contains all the edges incident with an upper 
vertex of a wall, provided that the vertex is not the first or last upper vertex of that wall 
(such edges are called “wall” edges). Hence G’ contains at most one of the two cover 
edges of G that together represent a single edge of H; G is designed so that any 
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maximal biplanar subgraph G’ of the required size must contain both edges of many 
of the cell “blockers”. When both edges of a blocker are used, then that cell can 
contribute no cover edges. Obtaining a large number of both blocker edges and cover 
edges requires clustering the cover edges chosen into a few cells and taking both the 
blocker edges for the remaining cells. 
This concludes the overview, and we now proceed to the formal proof. 
Proof. Suppose H=( V, F) together with K is an instance of vc. From this we 
construct an instance of OPF, i.e.: a bipartite graph G = (U, L, E), a position x(u) on &, 
for each UE U, and a positive integer B. We assume that H is given by listing for each 
vertex the edges incident to that vertex. 
Denote ) VI by n and IF 1 by m. Suppose that V= {ur , u2,. . . , II,}. 
We create a sequence of IZ “cells”, each corresponding to a vertex ui, 1 d i < n. The 
cells are separated by a sequence of n+ 1 “walls”, as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
The ith wall consists of p+2 upper vertices placed at consecutive positive integer 
values of x, p vertices in the lower part, and p edges matching these lower vertices to 
all but the first and last upper wall vertices (see Fig. 5). We choose p = 2(m + n) + 1. The 
first upper vertex of the first wall is to be placed at x = 1. Between the last upper vertex 
of the ith wall and the first upper vertex of the (i+ 1)th wall, we leave a gap of d(i) 
consecutive integer x-values, where d(i) is the degree of vertex Z)iE V. This specifies the 
positions of all upper wall vertices; specifically, if u is the jth upper vertex of the ith 
wall (and if the empty sum arising when i= 1 is taken to be 0), then 
i-l 
x(u)=(i-l)(p+2)+ c d(k)+j. 
k=l 
Recall that wall edges are edges incident to an intermediate upper vertex of some 
wall. Since intermediate upper wall vertices each have degree 1, the total number of 
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Fig. 5. Walls and cells. 
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Between each consecutive pair of walls we place a “cell”. A cell has two kinds of 
edges, as described below. 
For 1 d i < n, the last upper vertex of the ith wall shares a common, lower neighbor 
with the first upper vertex in the next wall. The common neighbor together with its 
incident edges is called the “blocker” of the ith cell. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Note that the total number of blocker edges (taken over all cells) is 2n. 
Further. each cell contains “covering” edges. The covering edges for the ith cell 
represent incidences of edges in H with the vertex vi corresponding to the cell. This 
representation is constituted as follows. Suppose that the edge list of vertex ui consists 
of the d(i) edgesfiI,J2, . . . ,AdCi). Then, for 1 d id n, the ith cell contains upper vertices 
uil, 4.2, ... > uidciJ corresponding to these incidences. These vertices are placed between 
the upper vertices of the ith and (i+ 1)th walls; specifically, 
i-l 
x(Uij)=i(p+2)+ c d(k)+j, where 1 djdd(i). 
k=l 
For each edge f= (Vi, Uj)EF, we create a lower vertex wf. Suppose thatfis the rth edge 
on the edge list of Ui and the sth edge on the edge list of vj (i.e.f=A* =_1js). Then we join 
wf to Ui* and to Ujs by what we call “covering” edges. These are illustrated in Fig. 7. 
Note that the total number of covering edges (taken over all cells) is 2m. For the sake 
of completeness, note that the inventory of lower vertices is as follows. There are 
(n + 1)p lower vertices incident to wall edges, there are n lower vertices in cell blockers, 
and there are m lower vertices incident to covering edges. 
Finally, we choose B = p(n + 1) + 2n - K + m, completing the construction of the OPF 
instance. Note that this transformation can be done in time polynomial in the size of 
the description of the vc instance. 
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Fig. 6. Walls, cells, and blockers. 
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Fig. 7. Covering edges. 
Suppose that H has a vertex cover V’ such that 1 VI d K. Then we construct 
a biplanar subgraph G’ of the transformed graph G as follows. 
We include in G’ all p(n+ 1) wall edges. 
For 1 d i < n, the choice of ith cell blocker edges depends on whether vi is in the 
vertex cover I”. If ViE I/- v’, then we include both edges of the blocker in G’. If UiE v’, 
then we include the left blocker edge only. This adds two blocker edges if Ui E I’- I”, 
and one blocker edge if UiE I”. Hence G’ contains at least 2(n- K) + K = 2n - K 
blocker edges. 
For each edge fE F, we can take one covering edge incident to wI without destroying 
the biplanarity of G’. To do this, we choose an endpoint Ui of edgefthat is in v’ (if both 
endpoints offbelong to I/‘, then we choose vi arbitrarily from them). Suppose thatfis 
the jth edge on the edge list Of Ui. Since there is only one blocker edge in the ith cell, we 
can include the covering edge (w/, Uij) in G’ without destroying biplanarity. This puts 
a total of m covering edges into G’. 
Thus the total of edges in G’ is at least p(n + 1) + 2n - K + m = B. 
Next we show that only “yes” instances of vc can transform to “yes” instances of 
OPF. Suppose that we have a biplanar drawing of a subgraph G’ with at least B 
edges, and suppose that the biplanar drawing respects the prescribed positions for 
the vertices of U. We assume that G’ is maximal in the sense that no more edges 
of G can be added to G’ while retaining biplanarity. The number of edges of 
covering, wall and blocker type may vary from one such maximal subgraph to 
another. We assume that no other maximal subgraph contains more edges of 
the covering type than does G’ (other subgraphs may have a larger total number 
of edges). 
Let w be the number of walls of G that contribute all their edges to G’; then the total 
number of edges in G’ would be at most pw +2m+2n, even if all the blocker and 
covering edges were included in G’. Thus 
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p(n+l -w)dK+m. 
It follows by the choice of p=2(m+ n)+ 1 specified in the transformation that 
w = y1+ 1; i.e. every wall edge of G is in G’. Without loss of generality, assume that the 
lower vertices of wall edges of a given wall appear consecutively in the drawing of G’. 
We call those lower vertices that appear after the lower wall vertices of one wall, but 
before the lower wall vertices of the next wall, the lower part of the cell that lies 
between the two walls. 
The fact that each wall edge of G belongs to G’ has two simple but important 
consequences. First, the number of remaining edges of G’, i.e. the number of blocker 
and covering edges in G’, must be at least 
B-p(n+1)=2n-zC+m. 
Second, for each edge (u, u) in G’, if u is in the upper part of the ith cell or if u is the 
first or last upper vertex of the next or previous wall, then u must be positioned in the 
lower part of the ith cell in the biplanar drawing of G’. We say that the ith cell 
“contains” (u, 0). 
Let v’ be the set of vertices UiE I’ such that there is at least one covering edge 
contained in the ith cell. We prove that v’ is a vertex cover for H of size at most K. 
First, we verify that its size is at most K. 
The biplanarity of the drawing of G’ implies that if the ith cell contains both edges 
of its blocker then it cannot have any covering edges and so Ui is not in I”. However, 
a cell with one blocker edge may have covering edges. Thus the number of blocker 
edges in G’ is at most 
2(n-I VI)+1 V’I=2n-1 VI. 
Further, each lower vertex ws corresponding to an edgefEF can contribute at most 
one of its edges to G’; hence there are at most m covering edges. 
Thus the total number of nonwall edges in G’ is at most 2n- I VI + m. Hence 
2n-)V’(+m32n-K+m, and so IV’/<K. 
Finally, we claim that V’ is a vertex cover for H. Suppose, to the contrary, that 
f= (vi, Uj)EF has neither endpoint in v’. We can assume without loss of generality that 
in the drawing of G’, wf appears as a vertex of degree 0 positioned in the lower part of 
the ith cell. Suppose f is the rth edge in the edge list of vertex Ui. If any covering edges 
appeared in the ith cell in G’, then we could add (wf, air) to the drawing of G’ without 
destroying biplanarity, repositioning upper vertices or reducing the number of cover- 
ing edges. This would contradict the maximality of G’. Thus the ith cell contains no 
covering edges and therefore contains two blocker edges. We can replace the contents 
of this cell by one blocker edge and the covering edge (ws, uir) without decreasing the 
number of edges of G’ and without destroying biplanarity or repositioning upper 
vertices. This contradicts the maximality of G’ with respect to covering edges. 0 
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OPF is NP-complete under various restrictions of the input. The proof above shows 
that it is NP-complete even when the degree of every vertex in the upper part is at 
most one and the degree of every vertex in the lower part is at most two. 
4. All positions fixed 
Consider the following problem: given a bipartite graph G = (U, L, E), a position 
x(u) on &, for each UE U, and a position x(v) on & for each UEL, find a subgraph H of 
G such that H has a biplanar drawing with its vertices at the prescribed positions and 
such that the number of edges of H is as large as possible. 
We show that an efficient algorithmic solution for this problem can be obtained by 
first transforming it to the problem of finding a longest ascending subsequence C of 
a given sequence [T of integers, and then using an algorithm such as that in [19] that 
solves the longest ascending subsequence problem. 
The transformation to the longest ascending subsequence problem requires two 
order relations on the edges of G: one on their upper endpoints, one on their lower 
endpoints. These relations are as follows. If (s, t) and (u, u) are edges with s, UE U and 
t, VEL, then (s, t) <“(u,zI) if x(s)<x(u) and (s, t) cL(u,u) if x(t)<x(v). 
Let CJ be the sequence of all the edges of G sorted first on -=zL and then on <a to 
break ties. An example is in Fig. 8. The following lemma describes the relationship 
between biplanarity and 0. 
Lemma 4.1. A set of edges of G is biplanar ijand only fit forms a subsequence of (T that 
is nondecreasing under cu. 
Proof. If the edge (s, t) precedes the edge (u, u) in a subsequence of cr that is nonde- 
creasing under <“, then (s, t) cL (u, v) and (s, t) <“(u, 0). Thus (s, t) is entirely to the 
left of (u, u), and the two edges cannot cross. The other direction of the proof is 
clear. q 
Fig. 8. A graph and its sequence CT. 
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Any algorithm for the longest ascending subsequence problem [3,19] can be 
applied to find a longest subsequence of u that is nondecreasing under cu. This 
subsequence forms a maximum cardinality biplanar subgraph of G. 
The best upper bound for the time required to solve the longest ascending subsequ- 
ence problem is O(m log r), where m is the size of r~ and r is the size of the output [ 191. 
The initial construction of 0 may take time O(n log n), where II = ) U) + 1 L I. Note that 
in most cases of interest, Y < n d m. 
The following theorem summarizes these results. 
Theorem 4.2. A maximum biplanar subgraph C of G = (U, L, E) with the positions of all 
vertices fixed can be found in time O(mlog r + n logn), where m= 1 El, r = 1 CJ, and 
n=IUI+ILI. 
In some applications, CJ can be obtained in linear time. For instance, the vertices 
may be supplied in order of their x coordinates. In this case, CJ may be constructed as 
follows. Suppose that L={Ui: 1 <i<lL/}), where x(ul)<x(uZ)< ... <x(vlLl), and de- 
note by Ei the sequence of edges incident with ui, sorted on <“. The concatenation of 
the sequences El, E2, . . . , El LI is CJ. This reduces the total complexity to O(m log r + n). 
The problem of this section can also be transformed to the problem of finding 
a “maximum chain” in a set of points. Maximum chain problems and variants have 
been studied, for example, in [2, 161. However, the transformation to the longest 
ascending subsequence problem seems to provide a particularly simple, direct solu- 
tion to the problem of this section. 
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